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How NOT to outfit. In Oh No She Didn't, Clinton highlights the a huge selection of fashion
mistakes women most commonly make and demonstrates how to fix them.Muffin tops. Scrunchies.
Slut sneakers. Suntan hose. Visible panty collection. Who hasn’ Fantastic shows women how to
outfit themselves confidently and style as he pokes fun at style "don’or (gasp!one of these
fashion disasters?) in fact wearing— The atrocities Clinton Kelly has seen— Tracksuits?s a surprise
he hasn’ts. Mom denim jeans? A delightful mix of hilarious dish and professional fashion advice,
Oh No She Didn’it’ In the same straight-talking style which has made TLC’s What Never to Wear
a smash hit for eight periods, the cheeky media personality and writer of Freakin’t had the
unfortunate connection with witnessing—t gouged out his own eyes." From the most obvious faux
pas (Texas tuxedos) to borderline offenses (peekaboo boobies), Clinton presents detailed and
amusing critiques of our best one hundred sartorial slip-ups. He turns his keen vision to
wardrobe, color, cut, cleanliness, hairstyle, accessories, and even posture. And because he
enjoys you, he presents easy alternatives and practical suggestions for creating fabulous
clothes that will make you neglect you ever wore socks with clogs.re not comfortable in the
sequined mini, everyone around you will know it. Because if you’ Clinton also explains how
exactly to use trends to your advantage at any age group, from deciding those work for you
to finding out how to wear them to keep your look relevant. Fancy fingernails?t will change
anyone from style victim to fashionista very quickly.
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Read closely for useful tips you will not get in other books Yes, Kelly engages in taste-shaming,
and he's hyperbolic for humor's sake, BUT in the event that you go through everything he says,
you will see useful tips, details, and guidelines for dressing and styling yourself. Learn, don't get
hurt feelings Some funny moments in between some very good style advice. And, yes, his
language is just a little scathing, but if you don't take yourself too seriously, it will not bother
you. Love Clinton’s design in books and clothing I used this product , book, for improving my
closet and am savoring it immensely I really like his style in clothes I actually’ve watched his tv
show and am looking forward to reading more of his books Worth the read! Creative LAUGH
ALOUD funny. He just is apparently irritated all the time. #121), it was a great read. He clearly
includes a scholars look at of fabric and style. I really like him on TV and I really like his writing
style.. Plenty of snark. I understand if I ever discover him anywhere, I'll not be saying hi lest I get
insulted. Bless you to the bottom of my bell bottom, ass-enhancing pants! t know any of this, In
the event that you don. LOVE YOU! Beverages Down This is filled with good sense blended
with fashion savvy and an unexpected and brilliant love of life. I love the idea of using a tailor
- something that had by no means occurred if you ask me before, except when it concerns
fixing a hem, which I usually do myself. Having a person who can see the complete you instead
of your preferred parts is so much better. Sometimes, I find he's more mean than funny and I
really do not appreciate that but the guy knows his job. Definitely better than many other 'how
to gown' books I'd read." For individuals who never saw WNTW If you value WNTW, you may
want to buy this book for the pleasing snarkiness of CK's remarks and merely to bask in the
knowing winks he gives to you, his fan. In the event that you seriously wonder about your
possible fashion faux pas, here and there as you go out, BUY THIS BOOK. Most of the mistakes
were to me good sense, but many were problems I have wondered about, and today have
solutions for. Too snarky I love Clinton immensely on TV. a lot to consider There are a lot of style
mistakes that I have made in my life, some I've gotten over plus some I will continue to repeat,
for eg. There is good info for those that heed it. Nevertheless, you must be able to recognise
yourself, and many women cannot. hmmm. Creative, smart, and witty, witty, witty. Not a fun read.
I don't think any one person who reads this book is going to agree with all of the designs Kelly
identifies as fashion faux pas, but you'll still get the message to take a few steps back,
appearance at yourself from both sides in a complete size mirror, and think about how
appropriate what you're putting on is for the event. Some readers seemed to have already
been offended by this information, maybe they saw their design flaws someplace in the book.
Instead of take offense, maybe learn from Clinton and improve your lifestyle OR end reading
the book. It may not be for everyone. I liked the book and there makes sense advice if you
choose to apply it. This reserve is even more of the same informatjon but not as much
censorship since no wimpy network is certainly involved. I've watched What Not To Wear for a
long time and I have learned much from Clinton and Stacy. Clinton comes off as well vital and
mean sounding.. Personally i think like he is my best bud, talking to me while assisting me,
lovingly, with humor. Not really much in this reserve. I'll wear cross-trainers when I travel with my 2
sons. Heading anywhere with them is an athletic event in any case. So, take what you need
and leave everything you don't wish. It's a good read. I really liked the rule of fit your most
significant part and also have the tailor harmonize the others so you possess the look you
needed but couldn't get without the clever tailor. Thanks Clinton, my love for your presence on
this planet is immeasurable! Good advise with a whole lot of laughs along the way I loved this
publication. Clinton explains every fashion mistake women make with great humor. Despite the
fact that I live in the Pacific Northwest (where we wear polar fleece rather than a trench

coating for extra warmth; LAUGH ALOUD funny. I browse Clinton Kelly's book, We Hate Everyone
Except You first and from then on, I HAD to learn this book. I got no idea he was so witty and
funny, found myself laughing aloud several times. If you cannot laugh at yourself, it's a bummer.
Yes, as some have mentioned, the humor may not resonate with all visitors, but then, I hate
sitcoms, so every creative endeavor isn't meant for all audiences. 100 style errors, all with short
and to the point explanations, by themselves page, made reading the reserve an enjoyment.
Seriously. I'd highly recommend this reserve for all your "what not to dos" in addition to many
chuckles. This (gorgeous, married to some other handsome man) man doesn't miss any fine
detail on clothing, women or men. And I still plan on wearing scrunchies; #138. Buy it used, or
get a copy at the library. Well worth a few bucks! Somewhat basic book. I would not consider
this value for money. Nothing very Earth shattering. This is what I needed: an (educated) male
perspective on what I put on that my hubby is as well chickenshit to say! I'd not buy it. If you
don. Keep up the info for the ladies and never stop caring about us.t understand any of this,
avoid being wearing clothes Not Worth It Way too many crass comments on the subject of
toilets, nausea, etc. He worked so hard at offending that he completely destroyed what might
have been a witty and entertaining book. Finished it fairly quickly. Good Read Very casual but
fun to learn. The only difficult component of this book is certainly forgiving him for (only once)
using the word "fierce. A lot more practical and great information.
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